Score by Innings | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | R | H | E
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Nebraska | 2 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 3 | 7 | 1
Michigan State | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 2 | X | 5 | 11 | 2

Michigan State starters: 18/cf Antoncic,J; 32/2b Iverson,Zach; 21/rf Chmielewski; 55/1b McGuire,Z; 9/ss King,Ryan; 24/dh Roskelly,C; 2/3b Bechina,M; 28/c Proctor,Adam; 17/lf Kelley,B; 30/p Erla,Mason;

Michigan State 1st - Hagge, M. walked (3-2). Schreiber, S doubled down the lf line, advanced to third on an error by If (3-1); Hagge, M. scored. Wilkening, J flied out to rf, SAC, RBI (2-2); Schreiber, S scored. Roskam, L. popped up to 1b (1-2). Repinski, Z. doubled down the lf line (2-2). Hallmark, J. walked (3-1). Klenke, B. grounded out to 2b (2-0). 2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.

Michigan State 1st - Antoncic,J struck out swinging (1-2). Iverson,Zach flied out to If (2-0). Chmielewski singled to left center (2-0). McGuire,Z singled to left field, advanced to second (3-2); Chmielewski advanced to third, scored on an error by If, unearned. King,Ryan grounded out to 3b (0-1). 1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.

Nebraska 2nd - Addante, M. struck out looking (0-2). Luckey, Z. flied out to rf (2-1). Hagge, M. flied out to lf (0-1). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Michigan State 2nd - Roskelly,C singled to left field (2-1). Bechina,M popped up to 3b (1-1). Proctor,Adam reached on an error by cfr (1-2); Addante, M. advanced to second. Hakel, N. pinch ran for Roskelly,C. Proctor,Adam advanced to second on a wild pitch; Hakel, N. advanced to third. King,Ryan grounded out to 3b (0-1). 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Nebraska 3rd - Schreiber, S homered to right field, RBI (1-1). Wilkening, J struck out swinging (2-2). Roskam, L. flied out to rf. Repinski, Z. struck out looking (1-2). 1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Michigan State 3rd - Chmielewski singled to right center (1-0). McGuire,Z struck out swinging (2-1). King,Ryan flied out to cf (0-1). Chmielewski out at second c to 2b, caught stealing. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Nebraska 4th - Hallmark, J. struck out looking (2-2). Klenke, B. flied out to lf (1-1). Addante, M. flied out to lf (0-2). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Michigan State 4th - Roskelly,C singled through the left side (1-1). Bechina,M grounded out to p (1-1); Roskelly,C advanced to second. Proctor,Adam grounded out to ss (1-0); Roskelly,C advanced to third. Kelley,B grounded out to 2b (1-2). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Nebraska 5th - Luckey, Z. singled to third base, advanced to second on a throwing error by 3b (0-0); Hagge, M. flied out to cf (1-2). Luckey, Z. advanced to third. Wilkening, J popped into double play 1b unassisted (0-0); Schreiber, S out on the play. 0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.

Michigan State 5th - Warren, M. to p for Waldron, Ma.. Antoncic,J grounded out to ss (1-0). Iverson,Zach grounded out to 1b unassisted (2-0). Chmielewski walked (3-1). McGuire,Z singled down the rf line; Chmielewski advanced to third. King,Ryan grounded out to 2b (3-2). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Nebraska 6th - Lowery,Jake to p for Erla,Mason. Roskam, L. struck out looking (2-2). Repinski, Z. struck out swinging (2-2). Hallmark, J. struck out swinging (2-2). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Michigan State 6th - Roskelly,C grounded out to ss (1-0). Bechina,M flied out to cf (1-2). Proctor,Adam popped up to 1b. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Nebraska 7th - Klenke, B. walked (3-2). Addante, M. reached on a fielder's choice (1-2); Klenke, B. out at second 2b to ss. Luckey, Z. struck out swinging (1-2). Addante, M. out at second c to ss, caught stealing. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Michigan State 7th - Kelley,B tripled to right field. Antoncic,J flied out to rf (0-2). Iverson,Zach singled through the right side, RBI (0-1); Kelley,B scored. Chmielewski grounded out to p. Iverson,Zach advanced to second. McGuire,Z walked (3-1); Iverson,Zach advanced to third on a wild pitch. Tillotson, P. to p for Warren, M.. McGuire,Z advanced to second on a wild pitch. King,Ryan struck out swinging (1-2). 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Nebraska 8th - McCauley,R to p for Lowery,Jake. Hagge, M. doubled down the lf line (1-1). Schreiber, S intentionally walked (3-0). Wilkening, J out at first 3b to 2b, SAC, bunt (2-0); Schreiber, S advanced to second; Hagge, M. advanced to third. Roskam, L. struck out swinging (2-2). Repinski, Z. walked (3-2). Hallmark, J. struck out swinging (1-2). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.

Michigan State 8th - Roskelly,C singled to third base (0-2). Gleaves,D pinch ran for Roskelly,C. Bechina,M out at first p to 2b, SAC, bunt (0-1); Gleaves,D advanced to second. McSteen, J. to p for Tillotson, P. Proctor,Adam singled to center field (1-0); Gleaves,D advanced to third. Kelley,B struck out swinging (1-2). Eddins, R. to p for McSteen, J. Proctor,Adam advanced to second on a wild pitch, advanced to third; Gleaves,D scored. Antoncic,J walked (3-2); Proctor,Adam scored on a wild pitch. Iverson,Zach flied out to If (2-0). 2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Nebraska 9th - Klenke, B. struck out swinging (3-2). Addante, M. walked (3-0). Luckey, Z. flied out to rf. Hagge, M. singled up the middle (3-2); Addante, M. advanced to second. Hakel, N. pinch ran for Addante, M.. Schreiber, S singled through the left side (1-0); Hagge, M. advanced to second; Hakel, N. advanced to third. Wilkening, J flied out to cf (2-2). 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.